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Packs of test cases for SAP test automation

Since its inception in 1982, SQS has developed into a
market leader for independent services in all aspects of
software quality. For the last 15 years SQS group has
been delivering testing services for customers with SAP
and continues to use the experience and specialisation
resulting from its wide-ranging engagements to deliver
the best results for its customers.
Since 2013 SQS’ SAP Practice has focused on increasing
capabilities globally to support many SAP solutions, e.g. SAP
ERP, which includes modules such as Finance, Controlling,
Materials Management, Sales & Distributions, Production
Planning etc., SAP CRM, SAP SCM (supply chain management)
and industry-specific solutions such as IS-Retails, IS-Utilities,
IS-Auto, IS-Pharma etc. More importantly, the practice is also
focusing on building reusable assets in terms of manual and
automated test cases that can be deployed faster and more
easily in customers’ SAP and testing tool environments.
SQS’ SAP Practice has experience of testing hundreds of endto-end scenarios/business processes and has utilised this
experience for a number of its global SAP customers through
its 600 Test Consultants involved in SAP testing services.

SQS is a strong advocate of process-based testing and
associated risk-based testing models to enable businesses
to deliver efficient and cost-effective quality management. It
is therefore offering an SAP Rapid Deployment Package (SAP
RDP) for its SAP customers worldwide.
Test cases are identified on the basis of SAP’s key functionality
in five of its core ERP modules – FI (Finance), CO (Controlling
or Management Accounting), MM (Materials Management),
PP (Production Planning) and SD (Sales & Distribution) for SAP
ECC v6.x. Customers choose a pack of 100 test cases from a
pool of hundreds of test cases covering standard functionality,
identified on the basis of risk-based strategies. This allows the
flexibility to choose test cases that are more relevant to their SAP
configurations and for their most critical functionality. Customers
are able to choose additional test cases in packs of 100.
The SAP RDP comes in packs comprising of 100 automated
test cases, the automation framework and sample test data.
It is available in two options: 1) using HP tools, e.g. HP ALM
and UFT; 2) using eCATT – SAP’s Test Automation tool available
in Solution Manager. SQS experts will be able to discuss these
options with the customer to determine their suitability and
appropriateness.

Key benefits that SQS offers to customers

SAP Rapid Deployment Test Packages

• Accelerated test automation, easy to choose the scope
and faster to deploy

Scope:

• Proven test coverage, risk-based testing considerations,
option to choose & select
• Flexible pricing

• Test Pack of 100 test cases
• Products in scope: Critical modules of SAP ERP ECC 6.x
e.g. Finance (FI), Controlling (CO), Materials Management
(MM), Sales & Distribution (SD) and Production Planning (PP)

• Regression testing in ‘global delivery’ model

Deliverables:

• Extensive reduction in turnaround time

• Documentation of the test cases

How do I
lower TCO?
What to test in
my huge SAP®
solution?

What are the risk
areas to be tested?
SAP
testing
by SQS

What is the
impact of
inefficient testing?

• Automation methodology, framework for HP option and
automated test scripts
• Sample test data
• Test execution
Implementation:
• Project schedule 4 to 8 weeks (Avg. 6 weeks)

Are my key critical
business processes
zero error tolerant?

How can I reduce
time to market?

• Pre-requisite HP license costs: Not included
• Travel & logistic billed on actuals

The right partner for your success

Key SAP Testing Services from SQS

SQS’ test and quality management for SAP® software

• SAP® QA management

• Simplify your implementation, upgrade & ALM
• Reduce risk of failure & delays

• Functional/manual testing • Customized test
automation
• Performance testing

• Visualise your testing landscape

• QA for BBP

• Test management

• Ensure quality delivery

• Risk analysis

• Impact analysis

• Run SAP® with confidence

• Key end-to-end business
process testing

• Acceptance testing

As shown in below pie chart, nearly 85 % of test cases are
catered for high and medium risks, ensuring that organisation’s
critical business processes are tested in most efficient and
affordable manner.
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• Health Check services

• ... and many more

Contact
For further information, or if you have any other
questions, please do not hesitate to send us an e-mail:
sap-services@sqs.com
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SQS – the world’s leading specialist in software quality

